
The fight for Media Freedom 
needs to be part of the 
struggle for deeper 
democratization

 

democratization

There cannot be a right life in the wrong. 
Theodor Adorno



Media Freedom is deteriorating in Thailand



Media Freedom faces many pressures
 

Threats to 
physical safety 
of journalists

Market 
competition

Street Protests/ 

Legal pressure
(lèse majesté, CCA)

Political Pressure
(patronage)

Media Enterprise

Street Protests/ 

mob threats
Economic pressure

(state enterprise and 
state advertisement) Lack of 

qualification 
and capacity



Calls for „better journalism“ are misguided...
 

Media perform     Media are 

High 
Concentration 
of political and 

economic power
Media perform     

role in 
democratic       

process

Media are 
commercialized 

and / or 
(self)-censored

… Limited media freedom is in the interest of the powerful and wealthy

Pluralist Pluralist Pluralist Pluralist 
media sector



Who has an interest to control media… 

?

… and why?

?



Media as a jumper in the game…

…over the political and economic control of Thailand.



Progressive

With “large-scale force” not a strategic plan…
 

“Abuse of Power”

“Come from elections”

“20 million voters”

“Limits of the Constitution”

Moralists

Progressive

“Democracy is more than elections: 
transparency, accountability, rule of law”

Sovereignty of the Great Mass of the People 

… battle moves to discourse field of competing legitimacy claims.



Transformation conflict over the future order

Legitimacy of the “other side” needs to be “discredited”.



Fight for media freedom is part of struggle between 
those who seek to uphold the status quo…

… and those who want democratic change.



Thailand “worst of all worlds” for media freedom

� Feudal Patronage System/ Crony 
capitalism: Culture of interference and 
anticipatory obedience (kraengjai)

� Capitalist market: Competitive pressure 

� (self-) censorship

� flat, commercialized, non-critical� Capitalist market: Competitive pressure 

� Transformation conflict: Battle over 
legitimacy claims

� flat, commercialized, non-critical

� Ideological polarized / hyperbole / 
physical threats

� Progressive forces are weak, divided and badly organized.



If you want media freedom...

Deeper democratization of

� Political economy : Diversification and de-politization of media ownership

� Autonomy of media sector: Self-regulation, abolish censorship laws

... you need deeper democratization.

� Political muscle of media freedom activists: media union, alliances

� Culture: accept conflict, embrace pluralism, reject social pressure



Puzzle: For deeper democratization to succeed...

Why is Bangkok middle class (social base of media) angry and fearful?

� Social Angst: Crushed between abusive elites and greedy poor (majority)

� Corruption Narratives: Equate democracy with corruption

… the BKK middle class needs to be brought back 
into the democratic flock.

� Corruption Narratives: Equate democracy with corruption



Progressive

How the equation of corruption with democracy constructed 
the red yellow conflict (and enraged the middle class)

 

1. Explain “the world”

2. Mobilize the middle 
classes

“Corrupt Politicians steal our tax money to bribe 
the greedy poor”

“Populism will bankrupt the state”
“Elections bring back corruption and nepotism”

“Corruption causes social decay ”                      
� reaffirm morality

“Decaying society causes corruption”            
� change political order

Moralists

Progressive
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3. Platform for societal 
coalitions

4. Format the political 
playing field

“Saving the nation from moral corruption”

“reform before elections ” vs. 
“reforms are undemocratic ” 

� Room for maneuver: Deadlock / Paralysis

“Overcoming a corrupt + unjust order”

Hero: Kamnan Suthep, Villain: Thaksin Regime, Victim: 
Good People

Hero: Yingluck Democracy Hero, Villain: Suthep, Victim: 20 
millionVoters

Empower Actors: PDRC, NACC, CC

Empower Actors: Red Shits, Respect My Vote


